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At 7 months old and weighing just 3.5
kilograms, half the weight of a healthy
child her age, this little girl was brought
to one of Medair’s mobile nutrition clinics
supported by the CHF in rural Kandahar
Province, Afghanistan. Her mother had
died during childbirth and her father, a
poor subsistence farmer, was unable to
buy the powdered milk necessary to feed
his newborn daughter.
Turning one year old in February 2016,
she continues to receive regular doses
of Plumpy’Nut, has gained 1.9 kg and
has more energy, with the colour finally
returning to her cheeks. In expressing
his gratitude, her father said, “I know that
my daughter is now doing fine and is
healthy. I am thankful for this programme
and I hope for the continuation of this
programme to root out all malnutrition in
this area.”

Photo: © Medair
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Khost

Farah

Number of Projects
by District

Zabul
Paktika

1

IRAN

Hilmand
Nimroz
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District level data not
available for 5 out of
58 projects.

Kandahar

PAKISTAN

Allocation by Region

$3.2m
Northern

$7.9m

North
Eastern

$0.3m $4.3m

$2m
Western

Central
Highland

Capital

$10m

$5.1m
Eastern

South Eastern

$5.1m
Southern

APPROVED
ALLOCATIONS (US$)

# FUNDED PROJECTS

# BENEFICIARIES

# IMPLEMENTING
PARTNERS

# SUB-IMPLEMENTING
PARTNERS

37.9M
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3.4M

35

47
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FOREWORD BY
THE HUMANITARIAN COORDINATOR
The Afghanistan Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) was
critical to the strategic and timely delivery of humanitarian
response in 2015, enabling the humanitarian community to
rapidly respond to multiple emergencies in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan faces a protracted emergency, with conflict
being the primary driver of humanitarian need. More than
335,000 people were forced to flee their homes in 2015, which
represents an increase of 78% compared with 2014. The past
year has seen an unprecedented number of civilian casualties
in the country, with 11,002 civilian casualties (3,545 dead
and 7,457 injured) with women and children increasingly
falling victim to conflict-related violence, such as ground
engagements, improvised explosive devices and suicide and
complex attacks.
Despite the rising levels and spread of violence across
Afghanistan burdened further by natural disasters, the
year was characterized by an overall improvement in the
humanitarian response. CHF allocations totaling US$37.9
million provided for life-saving primary and secondary health
services, the treatment of the acutely malnourished, as well as
multi-sector humanitarian assistance for Pakistani refugees
and Afghan returnees. The Fund also addressed the critical
needs of populations affected by conflict and natural disasters
in the Northern and Northeastern Provinces of Afghanistan
and the expansion of humanitarian air services in the country.
The CHF prioritizes support to non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), which in many circumstances are
better suited to provide for emergency assistance: 57% of the
Fund was allocated to NGOs in 2015 compared with 32% in
2014.
The CHF in Afghanistan continues to maintain the highest
standards for the transparent and effective financial
management, fully accountable to affected communities,
implementing partners, as well as those contributing to it.

I am grateful to my colleagues in the Humanitarian Country
Team, the CHF Advisory Board, the Cluster Coordinators and
Co-Coordinators, NGOs, UN agencies, contributing donors,
and OCHA as the managing agent for their engagement and
support. All have contributed to the success of the Fund,
making it fit for purpose and the future.
The Afghanistan humanitarian pooled fund is saving lives.
It is essential to the work of the humanitarian community,
giving us the flexibility to step in immediately to provide lifesaving assistance. I thank the current donors for their support
in maintaining the stability of the Fund through long-term
and multi-year commitments, in order to help humanitarians
provide food, clothing, shelter, and other emergency support
to most needy in Afghanistan.
In 2016, Afghanistan is likely to face sustained or intensified
conflict as well as natural shocks, with spikes in civilian
casualties and people finding themselves in situations of
prolonged displacement. The CHF funding mechanism
enables the humanitarian community to respond nimbly to
meet humanitarian needs such as large scale displacement
and natural disasters. I urge all donors to continue supporting
this strategic and highly relevant Fund in 2016, which is
delivering tangible results to the people of Afghanistan.

The robust eligibility process, monitoring and reporting
requirements, and audit system allow for a high level of
oversight, information collection and analysis to assess the
performance of partners and to feed into future decisionmaking.

Mark Bowden
Humanitarian Coordinator
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Strategic Allocations: In 2015, the CHF-Afghanistan proved its
importance as a strategic tool for a flexible and timely response
to address new and emerging critical humanitarian needs. Under
the leadership of the UN Humanitarian Coordinator (HC), the CHF
disbursed US$37.9 million to projects addressing critical gaps and
prioritized needs, particularly for the huge increase in internally
displaced persons (IDPs).

2015 CHF Overview

$37.9m

9%

58

35 implementing

allocated

projects funded

contributed towards
HRP 2015 requirements

partners

The whole of the second reserve allocation was given to
3.4m
47 sub-implementing
answering the urgent needs of families affected by the large scale
partners
beneﬁciaries
7.5 magnitude earthquake on 26 October, where the priority
was getting assistance to families before winter arrived in the
mountains. No other donor money was expressly made available for this response. Together with the Central Emergency
Response Fund (CERF), the UN humanitarian pooled fund provided the lions’ share of the new money made available to
respond to the urgent humanitarian needs after the fall of Kunduz and the October earthquake. The CHF proved itself as a
speedy and flexible fund to enable critical humanitarian response in Afghanistan.
Timely Response: Managed by OCHA’s Humanitarian Financing Unit(HFU), the processes for CHF Standard and Reserve
Allocations were an average 25% more timely in 2015 than in 2014.
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Strengthened leadership: The programmatic focus and funding priorities of the CHF are set by the UN Humanitarian
Coordinator. In 2015, the HC directed the CHF to respond to the intensification and expansion of conflict, the upsurge of
conflict-induced displacement and the rapid increase in returns and deportees from Iran and Pakistan, urgent humanitarian
needs after the fall of Kunduz and the October earthquake.
NGO inclusiveness and equity: There were 58 eligible international and national NGO partners (44 INGOs, 14 NNGOs) of the
CHF in 2015, a 32% increase over 2014. In 2015, 57% of the CHF was allocated to 45 NGO projects, compared to 32% to 22
NGO projects in 2014.
Prioritized Needs: The Health sector received the largest share of the Fund in 2015, for the provision of life-saving trauma and
basic health services in areas where no health care was being delivered. The Nutrition sector was the next principal recipient for
the treatment of the acutely malnourished in high priority provinces. The CHF also provided urgent multi-sector humanitarian
assistance for Pakistani refugees and undocumented Afghan returnees along national borders and in congested areas, while
addressing the critical needs of due to a surge in IDPs affected by conflict and natural disasters in the Central, Eastern, Northern
and Northeastern provinces of Afghanistan.
Cash Programming: In 2015, a much larger share of the CHF was spent through direct cash transfers totaling US$6 million
across all CHF allocations in 2015. In the form of multi-purpose unconditional grants, cash for food and cash for work,
particular attention was given to access constraints, market functionality and the vulnerability of the beneficiaries to protect the
lives and dignity of those affected.
Resource mobilization to meet increased needs: Two new donors joined the CHF in 2015: Germany and Denmark. The Fund
grew 3.5% over 2014, with US$38.5 million contributed by seven donors, representing 13% of the total contributions to the
Humanitarian Response Plan (HRP) in 2015. The Governments of Germany and the Republic of Korea responded to the
earthquake affected families by giving new money to the CHF for emergency assistance.
Leader of Country Based Pooled Funds: Established in 2014, the CHF-Afghanistan is the flagship of OCHA’s Country Based
Pooled Funds (CBPFs). The CBPF Global Guidelines and Operational Manual released in 2015 was based upon the experiences
and lessons-learned in Afghanistan, and also contributed to the Annual CBPF workshop and ongoing development of the Grant
Management System (GMS).
Stakeholders’ excellent impression of the CHF: The key findings from the 2015 Annual Stakeholder Survey include strengths in
support of coordination mechanisms, focus on prioritized humanitarian needs, and transparency. Areas of concern include the
length of allocation process, lack of consultation at regional level, and lack of sustainability.
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HUMANITARIAN CONTEXT
2015 was a year marked politically by the 2014 presidential
elections in Afghanistan, and subsequent drawn out processes
that led to the formation of the national unity Government
in September 2014. It was the year in which Afghan security
forces took full responsibility for the security and protection
of the population. It was marked by the fall and capture
of the city of Kunduz by the Taliban on 28 September, the
subsequent devastating air strike on the MSF hospital, and a
month later by a powerful 7.5 magnitude earthquake on 26
October.
The humanitarian situation was defined by the increase
in the geographical spread and intensity of the conflict;
characterized by more land based attacks, and a year in which
23 district administrative centres were taken over at one time
or another by insurgents (compared to 4 in 2014). Largely
as a result of this, the number of civilian casualties in 2015
reached a record 11,002 (3,545 civilian deaths and 7,457
people wounded, with children paying a particularly heavy
toll). Humanitarian activities continued to be defined by
response to acute needs arising from the conflict, particularly
provision of emergency assistance to the wounded and to
the internally displaced, as well as responding to the families
affected by numerous natural disasters.
In 2015 humanitarian assistance was delivered through
provision of immediate life-saving care to the war wounded;
emergency survival supplies of food, water and shelter to the

Key planning ﬁgures for 2015

$417m

US$ required for Jan-Dec 2015
Overall progress

$259m

US$ received as of Dec 2015

3.8m

people prioritized for assistance

3.6m

beneﬁciaries assisted

hundreds of thousands of people who fled their homes in
fear for their lives and safety (over 100,000 people fled from
Kunduz), to supplementing the provision of healthcare to
an estimated 36% of the population unable to access public
health services and responding to a range of natural disasters,
particularly the October earthquake, which left 130,000
people in need of humanitarian assistance.
As the year drew on, a war being waged by an increasingly
beleaguered Afghan army and police force, gave way to a
worrying trend in the erosion of respect of international
humanitarian law, a set of rules that seek to limit the effects
of conflict on the civilian population. 2015 saw a 47% year
on year increase in the number of conflict-related incidents
where hospitals, clinics and health personnel had been
deliberately targeted.
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2015 HRP requirement :

$405m

$417m

People in need : 7.4m

$157m

$33m

$215m

2.2m

2m

1. Excess
morbidity and
mortality reduced

2. Conﬂict related
deaths and
impairment
reduced

3. Timely response
to affected
populations

Severely Food
Insecure

Acute
Diarrhoea,
Pneumonia
& Measles

1.2m

900K

HRP population target : 3.8m
515K

(U5)
Mine/UXO Pakistani
Acute
Exposed Refugees &
Afghan
Malnutrition
Refugees

250K 200K 140K
30K 10K
Civilian Casualties
Unmet Shelter Needs
Conﬂict Displaced in 2014
Conﬂict Displaced in 2012 & 2013
Natural Disaster Affected
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DONOR CONTRIBUTIONS
CHF Donor Contributions 2014 - 2015
US$
30m

2015
25.9

20m

2014

18.2

Contributions Towards:
2014 allocations

$37.2m

2015 allocations

$38.5m

12.0

10m

8.1
6.1

6.0
3.1

0

Australia

08

1.1

0.4

Denmark

DFID

Germany

1.3

1.2

Norway

Since 2014, the CHF performs as both a flexible and strategic
tool to address critical humanitarian needs in Afghanistan,
thanks to the committed donorship and contributions
from the governments of Australia, Denmark, Germany,
Norway, Sweden, the Republic of Korea and the United
Kingdom (UK). Playing an essential role in the Afghanistan
humanitarian landscape, these seven donors have contributed
approximately US$84 million to the Fund since its inception.

Photo: IOM/ Badakhshan

0.2

Rep. of
Korea

Sweden

The 3.5% increase in contributions in 2015 over the previous
year can also be attributed to the support received from
two new donors: US$3.1 million from Denmark in January
and US$1.1million from Germany in November. With a
committed presence in the country, both Germany and the
Republic of Korea responded to the CHF appeal for additional
funding for the families affected by the October earthquake
that rocked several regions of Afghanistan.
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ALLOCATION OVERVIEW
CHF Allocations by Cluster

$8.4m

Health

$7.2m

$6.2m

Nutrition

Multi-Sector

$5.6m

$4.3m

$3.4m

$1.7m

$1.1m

WASH

ESNFI

CCS

FSAC

Protection

A total of US$37.9 million of the CHF contributed towards
the 2015 HRP through two Standard Allocations and
three Reserve Allocations, representing 13% of the total
contributions to the 2015 HRP received (US$292.8 million),
making the CHF the second largest source of funding
for humanitarian action in Afghanistan for the second
consecutive year.

CHF Allocation to HRP Strategic Priorities

$37.9m

Reporting by CHF partners highlights notable achievements
against CHF targets as of the end of 2015:

•
•
•
•
•
•

58% of Earthquake affected category A families assisted
and 63% of target Earthquake affected category B families
assisted (ESNFI – 2nd Reserve Allocation)
49% of assisted families reporting that cash transfers
met their food & immediate basic needs (FSAC – 2nd
Standard Allocation)
100% of FATPs or HFs supported for trauma care &
referral (Health - 1st Standard Allocation)
100% of returnee / refugee school children (5-17)
receiving Protection Services (Multi-Sector - 1st
Standard Allocation)
100% of SMART assessments conducted (Nutrition - 1st
Standard Allocation)
50% of children affected by conflict and natural disasters
receiving Child Protection in Emergencies (CPiE)
services (Protection - 2nd Standard Allocation)
51% of households who access safe drinking water from
constructed/rehabilitated systems (WASH - 1st Standard
Allocation)

1st Standard
Allocation
(March)

Emerging returnees
crisis and ongoing
refugees response

1st Reserve
Allocation

SP.2

$23.9m SP.3

Timely response to affected populations

The reporting cycle of CHF Projects depends upon the risk
level, the project duration, the project value, and the start
date, in accordance with the CHF Operational Modalities.
A table illustrating the Reporting Cycle Timeline is included
in the annex, along with the list of CHF partners and projects,
and the breakdown of CHF Allocations by Clusters.
Projects supported by the 2014 CHF Allocations are coming
to a close and will undergo the audit process in 2016, after
which a 2014 CHF Allocation Report will be completed
to summarize the achievements and challenges faced by
the implementing CHF partners, as well as the findings
and recommendations for future programming from the
monitoring visits and audit team.

2015 CHF Planned Beneﬁciaries
1,089,748
Male
613,340
Boys

$10.3m
$1.8m

$4.7m

Conﬂict related deaths and impairment reduced

allocated

Timeline of CHF Allocation Rounds

$23m

SP.1

Excess morbidity and mortality reduced

With the aim to improve the relevance and coherence of
humanitarian response, the CHF Allocation Strategies
ensured that the objectives and activities of the approved
projects are aligned with the Cluster Objectives and the three
Strategic Priorities of the 2015 HRP.

•

$9.3m

2nd Standard
Allocation
(November)

32%

32%

3.37m
18%

18%

1,066,974
Female
600,978
Girls

$2.6m

$0.2m

2nd Reserve
Allocation

3rd Reserve
Allocation

(November)

(December)

(October)

Humanitarian
Aviation
(UNHAS)

Conflict affected
IDPs
Kunduz crisis

Earthquake
shelter response

Emergency
Winterization
Assistance, Ghor

$40m

$20m
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First Standard Allocation

Second Standard Allocation

$23m

All projects

$10.3m

All projects

28 projects

All projects

21 projects

All projects

22 partners supported

5.6% contributed towards

18 partners supported

2.5% contributed towards

approved allocations

apply gender maker

funded

approved allocations

apply environment maker

6 UN Agencies, 16 INGOs and 1 NNGO

apply gender maker

funded

apply environment maker

3 UN Agencies, 12 INGOs and 3 NNGOs

HRP 2015 requirements ($405m)

HRP 2015 requirements ($417m)
North
Eastern

Northern

Central
Highland

$1.1m

$0.1m

Western

Northern

$1.6m

$0.8m

Eastern

$0.9m

$2.7m

$2.7m

Western

South
Eastern

Number of projects by
district

$4.1m

1-2
3-4
5-7
8 - 13

Southern

1
2
3-4
5-9

Note : US$2 million were allocated toward
the procurement of Nutrition supplies covering the 17
high priority provinces across the country.

Strategic focus:

Strategic focus:

The immediate needs of households affected by conflict and
natural disasters, as well as vulnerable Pakistani refugees and
undocumented Afghan returnees:
•

provision of life-saving health services

•

access to clean water

Life-saving humanitarian assistance following the marked
increased number of vulnerable displaced populations
affected by the escalating conflict in North and North East
Afghanistan, as well as for support for natural disaster affected
IDPs and the underfunded needs of populations affected by
cross-border movements:

•

improvement of sanitation and hygiene practices

•

provision of trauma care, primary / secondary services

•

delivery of quality nutrition services in remote areas

•

access to safe drinking water and emergency sanitation

•

support of the nutrition pipeline for sufficient supplies

•

cash programming for food, shelter and non-food items

•

registration services for refugees

•

explosive ordinance disposal with mine risk education

•

procurement of emergency supplies (i.e. food, NFIs,
tents and WASH materials)

•

psychosocial support and care

•

•

delivery of education in emergencies services

•

cash assistance to vulnerable communities

coverage of the underfunded needs of refugee and
returnee families and host communities for winterization
NFIs and emergency WASH

•

procurement and prepositioning of nutrition supplies

Funding Breakdown by Cluster

Funding
Breakdown
byStrategic
ClusterPriorities
Contributions
by HRP
Cluster
Health

CHF Funding (million US$)
%
Number of Projects
Excess morbidity and mortality reduced
$3m
30%
8
6.9

SP.1

%
29%

Nutrition

SP.2

Conﬂict related
reduced
5 deaths and impairment
4
22%

$1.2m 14%

Multi-Sector

SP.3

5
22%
Timely response to affected populations
4.6
20%

$6.1m 25%

CCS

Number of projects by
district

Southern

Note: US$1.6 million was allocated to the HFU for the
management of the Fund.

WASH

Capital

$0.8m

$8.4m
South
Eastern

10

Central
Highland

$0.4m

Eastern

Capital

$3.9m

$2.1m

North
Eastern

1.6

6%

1

7

8

29%
4%

Cluster

Nutrition

CHF Funding (million US$)
2.2

FSAC

1.7

%
21%

Number of Projects
2
3

17%

%
10%
14%

Health

1.5

15%

ESNFI

1.5

15%

3

14%

12%

3

14%

3

14%

Multi-Sector
Protection
WASH

1.2
1.1
1.0

5 24%

11%
10%

2

10%
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Reserve Allocations
The HC directed the First Reserve Allocation to support
the UN Humanitarian Air Services (UNHAS) in order
to prevent the suspension of air operations. The US$1.75
million from the CHF enabled UNHAS to continue
providing safe and reliable air services to the humanitarian
community, with an enhanced access to the remote
locations, partly supported through a cost recovery scheme,
with organizations contributing to the cost of the services.

The Second Reserve Allocation was launched to respond to
the urgent needs of households affected by the 7.5 magnitude
earthquake which struck the several regions of Afghanistan
on 26 October. The HC approved 7 NGO projects for an
allocation of US$2.6 million so that families received timely
support and access to appropriate accommodation solutions
to ensure their security, safety, health and well-being during
winter.

Due to the localization
and geology of the area, its
exposure to conflict and
natural disaster, and the gap
in humanitarian response,
the HC activated the
Third Reserve Allocation
with US$200,000 for
the INGO ACF, the only
ESNFI partner working in
the remote areas of Ghor
Province.
Complementary with their
ECHO funded project, ACF
provided immediate cash
and/or in-kind assistance to
families affected by conflict
or natural disasters.
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Complementarity
In 2015, both the CERF and the CHF funding sources were used in a complementary and coordinated manner. While the CERF
Underfunded Emergencies (UFE) for US$8 million and CERF Rapid Response Allocation for US$5.8 million supported UN
agencies, the CHF focused funding on the NGO partners. Projects supported by CERF and CHF also complemented ongoing
programmes by UNHCR, WFP, IOM and WHO for IDPs, refugees and returnees through other funding sources, including bilateral funding from ECHO, the UK, the US and Japan.

Cross Cutting Issues
Protection principles and activities are mainstreamed into the overall humanitarian response and throughout all CHF funded
projects, based on consolidated practices and tools developed by the Global Protection Cluster aimed at reducing harm,
guaranteeing equitable access, supporting participation and empowerment, and promoting accountability to beneficiaries.
Each CHF project identifies its potential environmental impact and includes tailor-made measures to mitigate any potential
negative environmental impact. Out of all the CHF-funded projects in 2014 and 2015, the majority are marked as B+:
Medium environmental impact with common mitigation measures including waste management at health facility level and
environmental awareness for construction projects for latrines, wells and shelter.
In the cultural context of Afghanistan, the IASC Gender Marker is critical for ensuring that CHF partners and their project
staff are well-informed about gender responsiveness. Gender considerations, including the Gender Marker score, are part of
the assessment criteria used by the CHF Strategic Review Committees (SRCs) and Technical Review Committees (TRCs).
UNWOMEN also supported the review of CHF proposals with guidance and suggestions on the integration of gender
considerations throughout the project cycle. For proposed CHF projects, the recommended Gender Marker is 2A, designed to
contribute significantly to gender equality, in order to ensure that women/girls and men/boys will benefit equally or that they
will advance gender equality in another way. In 2015, 54% of CHF projects were 2A as compared to 47% in 2014.
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FUND PERFORMANCE & MANAGEMENT
Leadership & Governance
In 2015, the CHF further strengthened the leadership of the
HC, who made timely, well-informed and strategic decisions
regarding resource allocations to address operational
constraints and provide humanitarian assistance where it
is most needed. With the development of the 2015 HRP in
cooperation with the clusters and humanitarian actors in
Afghanistan, the HC was able to direct the CHF towards
the most critical humanitarian needs addressed by projects
based on the cluster’s identified priorities. The CHF further
strengthened the leadership of the HC through the promotion
of coordinated response based on consultation with the
humanitarian community in the country through the available
coordination mechanisms.
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The HC leads the strategic and operational direction of the
CHF and chairs the CHF Advisory Board that ensures the
views of donors, UN agencies, and the NGO community are
equally represented. The size of the Advisory Board enables
efficient decision-making, and was comprised of senior-level
participation of three donor representatives (Australia, UK,
Sweden), three UN agencies (UNHCR, UNICEF, WHO),
three INGOs (DACAAR, JUH, NAC) and three observing
organizations (ACBAR, ECHO, ICRC). Among the numerous
topics discussed during the 7 meeting held in 2015 were the
resource mobilization plan and funding updates, the strategic
direction and priorities of the Fund, allocation processes,
the Accountability Framework, project monitoring, and the
eligibility process.

Timely Response
The CHF has the advantage of timeliness, to quickly allocate
funds for life-saving interventions as well as for humanitarian
needs that suddenly emerge or escalate during the year.
Enhanced by the ongoing development of the GMS, the
allocation processes in 2015 were completed 25% faster
than the allocations in 2014, however there is still need for
improvement for the disbursement process of the payments to
NGO partners.

With marked improvements over the previous year and only
two days more than the target 40 calendar days, the CHF
Standard Allocation processes were completed in an average
of 42 days in 2015 and 55 days in 2014, from the date of the
submission of concept notes to the date of the approval of
the HC. With the target of the speedier Reserve Allocation
processes is 20 calendar days, the CHF Reserve Allocation
Processes were completed in an average number of 14 days in
2015 and 19 days in 2014, from the date of the submission of
the full project proposals for the combined SRC/TRC review
to the date of the approval of the HC.
The timeframes of the Standard Allocation and the Reserve
Allocation are dependent upon the volume of the funding
envelopes, the number of cluster/sectors included in the
allocation, the responsiveness of the partners, and the quality
of the submissions. Some delays cannot be avoided in order to
ensure key stakeholders are involved and the quality assurance
and accountability measures are in place.
In order to ensure the timeliness of the CHF allocation
processes in country, workshops are conducted by the HFU
for CHF partners on the use of the GMS for the proposal
submission processes. However, CHF partners should
invest in building up their organizational capacity for the
development of strong proposals and should engage with
the relevant clusters to ensure the proposed projects are in
alignment with the allocation strategy, cluster objectives and
HRP Priorities.
Although the disbursement process of payments to NGO
partners was more efficient in 2015 than in 2014, with some
projects waited 56 days and 100 days for payments. Actions
are being taken at HQ level to expedite the process in 2016
with the full roll-out and de-bugging of the on line Umoja
Enterprise Resource Planning system and the recruitment of
OCHA staff for the Accounts Department and UN Treasury.
However, the delay in disbursements to NGOs can also be
attributed to US counter terrorism legislation and banking
regulations, which are beyond the control of OCHA.

Standard Allocation Process - Workﬂow 2015
Steps

Concept Note Submission
Strategic Review of Concept Notes
Drafting SRC Chapeau(s)
Chapeau Review / AB Meeting
Full proposal development
Technical & Financial review of proposals
Finalization of proposals
HC review/ approval

Days
1
7
5
2
11
9
6
1
42

Stakeholders

CHF partners, Clusters, CCU, HFU
Cluster Leads, Cluster NGOs, CCU, HFU
Cluster Leads, CCU, HFU
HC, AB
CHF partners, Clusters, CCU, HFU
Cluster Leads, CCU, HFU, FCS Finance
CHF partners, Clusters, CCU, HFU
HC
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York and the HFU:
• High degree of cost effectiveness, such as maximum
outcome and beneficiary reach for every dollar invested;
• Meaningful guidance, coordination, capacity building,
monitoring and evaluation capacities for subimplementing partner arrangements;
• Limited start-up costs and/or building on existing
capacities, with cost breakdown and reasonable support/
direct cost (usually 20%/80%);
• Shared costs calculations and ratios with complementary
funding sources to ensure that duplication is eliminated;
• Demonstrated compliance with additional CHF
Financial Regulations, as well as the requirements defined
within the Asset Policy and Register developed in 2015.
The HFU closely monitors the delivery of planned outputs
and activities and their coherence with the budget utilization;
a process which is enhanced by the ongoing development of
the GMS modules.

Support to NGOs
Photo: © Medair

Demonstrated Value
The CHF is scaling up cash-based programming, which has
quickly become the globally preferred assistance modality in
humanitarian contexts, as the best use of limited resources to
achieve the optimal outcomes for beneficiaries. In 2015, US$6
million of CHF funds supported multi-purpose unconditional
grants, cash for food and cash for work, with particular
attention given to access constraints, market assessments,
and the preferences of the beneficiaries. A more economical
approach than food or emergency household items which
have to be bought, stored or transported, an extra value of
cash over in-kind distributions is the protection of a family’s
dignity and empowerment by having the choice to prioritize
their own needs, which can mitigate some negative coping
mechanisms which men, women and children often have to
adopt in a crisis.
In addition, the comparative value of the CHF for donors
over bilateral funding mechanisms lies in the transfer of
responsibility to OCHA for fiduciary control and oversight
of allocation processes. To ensure that the Fund supports
the highest quality projects which fulfill the principles of
economy, efficiency and effectiveness, the CHF allocation
processes involve a number of steps and checks before review
and approval by the HC. CHF Projects must demonstrate
specific value for money criteria considered by the allocation
review committees, Funding Coordination Section (FCS) New

Allocations by Implementing Partner

$1.5m

National NGOs

4

58

41

Funded
Projects

13

$16.2m

UN Agencies

$20.2m

International NGOs

In collaboration with the Agency Coordinating Body for
Afghan Relief (ACBAR), the CHF works closely with national
NGOs, which were involved in the CHF through learning
opportunities on CHF-related topics, the Eligibility Process, as
well as a variety of feedback mechanisms in 2015.
National NGOs, along with INGOs, are engaged in the CHF
Allocation processes, by sharing their relevant experience and
technical knowledge during cluster consultation process for
the development of the Standard Allocation Strategies and
during the application process for the submission of concept
notes/proposals in coordination with the respective clusters.
Compared to 32% of the 2014 CHF allocations for 22 NGO
projects, 57% of CHF funds was directed to 45 NGO projects
in 2015, of which four were NNGOs partners. As several
INGO partners recognize the advantages of partnerships
with NNGOs, an additional US$1.4 million of the CHF was
channeled to NNGOs through sub-implementing partner
arrangements where added value was demonstrated in terms
of access, technical expertise and capacity building measures.
AGENCY TYPE

%

# OF PROJECTS

%

UN agencies

12

68%

13

43%

INGOs

18

27%

41

53%

NNGOs

4

5%

4

4%

Total

34

100%

58

100%

Sub-Implementing Partner Arrangements

$0.09m

2 3

47

35

Implementing
Partners
25

2015

# OF PROJECTS

4
6

2014

29

Sub Imp.
Partners

13

Red Crescent Society

$0.3m

Private Contractors

$0.3m

International NGOs

$1.4m

National NGOs

13
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ACCOUNTABILITY & RISK MANAGEMENT
Review by NNGOs in 2015, guidance notes in Dari and
Pashtu languages were developed in collaboration with
ACBAR, and widely circulated and published on the relevant
websites, resulting in a 50% increase in the number of eligible
NNGO over 2014.

Photo: OCHA

Risk Management
A number of strategic, programmatic, financial and
management risks are inherent as part of the administration
of any funding mechanism. Following on the 2014 Risk
Management Framework, the 2015 Risk Management
Strategy aims to mitigate potential risks to the CHF, in several
categories:
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• Strategic and programmatic risks
• Governance and fund management
• Financial risks and accountability
• Coordination and partnerships
• Hazards
As part of its commitment to risk management, the HFU
collaborates with the UN’s Risk Management Unit (RMU) for
the development of this strategy, as well as in support of the
RMU’s Contractor Information Management System (CIMS),
a secure web-based platform which records key information
regarding UN partnerships with other entities to improve due
diligence and accountability.

Eligibility
The CHF is a pioneer among OCHA’s CBPFs in the
implementation of a comprehensive two-step eligibility
process to ensure that the HFU is equipped with the necessary
information about the capacities of the NGO partners that
have access to CHF funding in order to apply the appropriate
assurance in case a grant is awarded.
To improve the applications submitted for the Due Diligence

CHF Eligibility Process 2015 update

95 (49 NNGOs, 46 INGOs)

NGO Applications received for the Due Diligence Review

58 (14 NNGOs, 44 INGOs)

Successful Due Diligence Reviews

40 (8 NNGOs, 32 INGOs)

Completed Partner Capacity Assessments

The Partner Capacity Assessment methodology and the
assessment tool underwent a review during the Partner
Dialogue exercise mid-July 2015 with partners and the
independent contractor, KPMG, to identify key issues and
lessons learned of the process and to address the questions
and concerns of the partners. As a result, the HFU developed
a Lessons Learned paper to update the FCS-New York and
the CHF Advisory Board to strengthen the process within
Afghanistan and feed into the global-level discussion on
the roll-out of Partner Capacity Assessments for all OCHA
CBPFs. Recommendations include:
•

OCHA should explore global-level assessments for
INGOs, reviewing their HQ systems and governance
structures which apply to all of their country-specific
operations.
The HFU Afghanistan should consider tracking key
recommendations within the GMS Performance Index
module to be used in future decisions on the adjustment
of partners’ risk ratings.

•

Common weaknesses of applications:
••

incomplete applications/missing documents

••

lack of experience/focus on humanitarian response

••

lack of participation in the relevant clusters

••

lack of evidence of required policies and procedures

••

sufficient time for an evaluation of the application of
newly developed policies and procedures

••

lack of audits/ audit reports

••

lack of evidence of transparency about the
organization’s activities, structure, affiliation and
funding (e.g. website)

••

lack of annual reports/annual reports or
performance evaluation without challenges/lessons
learned

Capacity Assessment Risk Rating

2
NNGOs

High

10
INGOs

6
NNGOs

Medium

22
INGOs

Low
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CARE International is carrying out cash for work activities including road repair and quilt weaving for female and male beneficiaries
among the Pakistani refugee population in Matun of Khost Province, who expressed their appreciation for the CHF funded CARE project,
which has increased family incomes as well as provided skills so they may continue to support their families in the future.

Photo: OCHA

Field Site Monitoring
MONITORING

# OF
PROJECTS

PROJECTS PROJECTS 1
VISITED
FOR RCM VISIT

2+
VISIT

2014 Allocation

22

19

8

6

13

2015 Allocation

37

14

0*

5

9

As the Fund started operations in 2014, NGO project
monitoring by the HFU team commenced from September
2014 and continued into 2015. At the same time, OCHA
strengthened the skills and knowledge of 31 personnel of the
HFU and regional offices by contracting RedR-UK to deliver
a tailor-made learning programme focused on the specific
monitoring and reporting requirements of CHF projects in
Afghanistan.
The HFU manually tracks the recommendations resulting
from the field visits which are shared along with observations
from the visits with the partners in the monitoring report. A
key task for 2016 is the roll-out the comprehensive monitoring
and reporting module in the GMS, to ensure that the HFU has
the appropriate capacity, tools and processes in place to ensure
NGO projects are appropriately monitored and supported.

Remote Call Monitoring
Number of projects

8*

Average number of days to complete RCM

10.38

Average number of minutes/call

10.13

Number of beneficiary names in call list provided by NGO

4,373

Number of female beneficiaries in call list provided by NGO

458 (10%)

Number of unsuccessful calls/phone switched off/ no answer

3,065 (70%)

Number of respondents

1,308 (30%)

Number of female respondents

21 (2%)

Number of male respondents who refused the interview

27 (2%)

Number of respondents who were actual beneficiaries

1,130 (86%)

Number of female respondents who were actual beneficiaries

21

* Reported as of the end of 2015.

OCHA’s Call Centre was established in July 2015 to conduct
remote call monitoring (RCM) for when field visits are not
possible due to the insecure and highly volatile environments
with restricted access in order to verify project activities
through telephone interviews with beneficiaries and/or
key informants using structured questionnaires based on a
sampling approach.
Some of the anticipated challenges faced included not all
beneficiaries have phones, a limited number of female
beneficiaries have access to phones, and poor phone network
coverage in some regions, although the three different SIM
cards are utilized. Some of the unforeseen challenges include
the majority (70%) of numbers on a project call list were
unreachable, 14% of respondent numbers were to a nonbeneficiary phone, and a few numbers were to the families of
deceased beneficiaries.
Partners with projects included in the RCM are supportive,
making several attempts to provide more accurate call lists
and welcomed the initiative to assess the delivery of assistance.
As it provides an extra layer of information through the
collection of statistics and recording of observations from
key informants and beneficiaries on project outputs and
satisfaction, the practice has been expanded to include more
projects, in particular cash programming, regardless of access
issues.

Narrative & Financial Reporting
Regular communication is maintained during the project
cycle between the HFU and the CHF partners through regular
coordination meetings and bilateral discussions in order to
promptly address issues which may arise prior to a reporting
deadline. Depending upon the type of organization and risk
rating of the NGO partner, narrative reports and financial
statements for UN agencies, IOM and NGOs are submitted
through the GMS. Reporting quality, results, and timeliness
feed into the Performance Index, impacting upon the risk
level of NGO partners and future CHF funding decisions for
UN partners.

15
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Audits
UN agencies and IOM are audited in accordance with their
own financial rules and regulations and the framework for
auditing multi-donor trust funds, as agreed to by the Internal
Audit Services and endorsed by the UNDG in September
2007.
NGO projects are audited in compliance with financial
regulations, rules and directives as per the CHF Grant
Agreements, the costs of which are borne by OCHA for the
external auditing company, Ernst & Young. Following the
completion of project activities, 12 projects from 2014 CHF
allocations underwent the audit process, which consists of
a desk review of key project documents and field visits to
project sites. With no cases of suspected or actual fraudulent
practices found, common audit recommendations included:
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•

Non-compliance with Income Tax Law of Afghanistan
with respect to salaries and contractors payments

•

Personnel records for payroll processing does not contain
details of Projects worked upon and hours worked

•

Non-compliance with Agreement with respect to Project
operations/ or provisions not associated with operations

For this first batch of audited projects, US$95,721.82 in
unspent funds, of which US$9,531.05 were determined
ineligible costs, are undergoing the reimbursement process
and will be applied to future CHF allocations. The HFU keeps
a log of all audit findings which feed into the Performance
Index, to ensure that partners address the recommendations
before applying for new CHF funding.
OCHA Afghanistan’s operations are regularly audited by
internal UN oversight bodies, the Office of Internal Oversight
Services (OIOS) and the Board of Auditors and also cover the
management of the CHF, looking at compliance with rules
and guidelines. Out of the 10 recommendations, four were
CHF-related and focused on the reporting by UN agencies,
eligibility process, monitoring, and the further development
of the GMS, for which all requested justifications and
evidence have been provided. The detailed Final Audit Report
is available on the OIOS website.

Evaluation
Evaluations are an important component of the CHF
accountability framework as they enable independent
assessments of CBPFs at the fund level. Scheduled for early

Overall Impression of CHF Effectiveness
5%

25%

30%
40%

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Poor

2017, an external evaluation of the CHF is undertaken after
a three year period in accordance with the OCHA global
agreement with CBPF donors. The evaluation shall be
commissioned by OCHA New York in consultation at the
country-level with the HC and OCHA Afghanistan, and at
the global level with donors, UN Agencies/IOM and NGOs
through the Pooled Fund Working Group. The evaluation
shall focus on how the CHF has ensured a needs-driven
humanitarian response, as well as how it has performed
as a funding mechanism and delivered against key CHF
objectives, including strengthening HC leadership, improving
cluster coordination and promoting NGO partnership.
The CHF’s performance is also gauged through Annual
Stakeholder Survey, which was launched online in January
2016 asking donors, UN agencies, INGOs and NNGO to
provide feedback about their experience with the CHF in
2015. Overall, the majority of the respondents declared
having a very good impression of the effectiveness and
inclusiveness of the CHF.
However, the stakeholders’ comments also highlighted
the need for improvements in the areas of timeliness of
disbursements, access to the CHF by NNGOs, and consistent
commitment and support of donors. Building upon the
results of the 2014 survey, the comments from the responding
stakeholders will be taken into consideration and applied to
the Fund’s management and processes in 2016.

ANNUAL STAKEHOLDER
SURVEY

COMPLETELY REASONABLY INSUFFICIENTLY

The CHF has provided
strategic humanitarian
financing in response to
humanitarian needs

38.10%

47.62%

9.52%

The CHF assisted in
strengthening the leadership
role of the HC

38.10%

42.86%

9.52%

The CHF has strengthened
the cluster mechanisms in
responding to prioritized
needs

28.57%

52.38%

14.29%

The CHF Allocation Process
has achieved the right
balance between speed and
quality control

14.29%

42.86%

23.81%

2015 CHF Annual Stakeholder Survey
INGOs
NNGOs
4
UN
3
Embassy
2
CHF Donor
1
Research Org. 1
0.0

0.1

0.2
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28

respondents

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8
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CONCLUSION & WAY FORWARD
In 2015, the CHF made a significant contribution to the
humanitarian response in Afghanistan, reinforcing the
leadership of the HC for strategic, coordinated, effective and
principled humanitarian action in line with the 2015 HRP and
in partnership with NGO partners. As OCHA’s leading CBPF,
the CHF-Afghanistan is fit for purpose as a flexible, timely
and inclusive financing mechanism, with solid accountability
and risk management measures and strong commitment from
donors.

CHF remains a strategic tool supporting the humanitarian
architecture and coordination of humanitarian agencies in
order to rapidly respond to the expected shocks in 2016.

Focus for 2016:
••

Renewed Advocacy: Improved annual reporting,
donor outreach and public information, in order to
better promote the CHF to build upon and diversify
the current door base and raise required resources.

••

Expanded Partnerships: With NNGOs which are
critical for an effective humanitarian response with
better access for frontline response and knowledge of
affected populations.

Equally critical is the rising number of humanitarian
emergencies in Afghanistan. The CHF very much appreciates
the contributions from donors in support of the critical work
and accomplishments of UN and NGO partners, although
there is still much work to do.

••

Improved Processes: Prioritization of high quality
proposal submissions, complimented by appropriate
monitoring and reporting modalities, and balanced
by the need for speedier disbursements of funds to
NGO partners.

The expectation for Afghanistan in 2016 is for sustained or
increased levels of conflict, along with the anticipation of
natural disasters. Under an overarching goal to prioritize the
most acute humanitarian needs, OCHA’s rigorous boundary
setting exercise produced the 2016 HRP, which targets 3.5
million people for assistance with a funding requirement of
US$393 million. The HC has set the 2016 CHF funding target
at US$59 million (15% of the 2016 HRP) to ensure that the

••

Enhanced Accountability: Full application of
the newly developed GMS modules for project
monitoring and reporting, the audit process, and the
performance index for maintaining the Fund’s high
standards and accountability to all stakeholders, in
particular to those communities the CHF serves.

Afghanistan continues to be a perilous landscape for
humanitarians to work, with access constraints brought on by
the physical environment, by armed conflict spending across
many provinces, and by increasing incidents against NGOs,
causing delays the delivery of life-saving support.

With CHF support, the national NGO MCPA is conducting Mine Risk Education, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, and Non-Technical Surveys to
reduce conflict related deaths and impairments among the vulnerable IDPs and other concerned populations in East, North and North-East
regions of Afghanistan.

Photo: OCHA

Credit : OCHA
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Young cousins affected by land-mines in Syedabad District of Wardak Province received care at
a First Aid Trauma Post (FATPs) of CHF partner EMERGENCY.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
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ACBAR 		
APC		
CBPF		
CERF		
CHF 		
CIMS		
CLTS		
CPiE		
DFID 		
ECHO		
ESNFI		
FAO 		
FATP		
FCS		
FSAC		
GBV		
GMS		
HC 		
HFU		
HRP		
ICRC		
IDP		
IOM		
IPD		
INGO		
MPTF		
NNGO		
OCHA		
OIOS		
OPD		
RCM 		
RedR-UK		
RMU		
SAM		
SEHAT 		
SRC		
TRC		
UFE		
UNDG		
UNDP		
UNHAS		
UNHCR 		
UNICEF		
WASH		
WFP		
WHO 		

Agency Coordinating Body for Afghan Relief
Afghanistan Protection Cluster
Country Based Pooled Fund
Central Emergency Response Fund
Common Humanitarian Fund
Contractor Information Management System
Community-Led Total Sanitation
Child Protection in Emergencies
Department for International Development
European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection Department
Emergency Shelter Non-Food Item
UN Food and Agriculture Organization
First Aid Trauma Post
Funding Coordination Section
Food Security and Agriculture Cluster
Gender Based Violence
Grant Management System
Humanitarian Coordinator
Humanitarian Financing Unit
Humanitarian Response Plan
International Committee of the Red Cross/Red Crescent
Internally Displaced Person
International Organization for Migration
Inpatient Department
International Non-government Organization
Multi-Partner Trust Fund
National Non-government Organization
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
Office of Internal Oversight Services
Out-patient Department
Remote Call Monitoring
Register of Engineers for Disaster Relief – United Kingdom
Risk Management Unit
Severe Acute Malnutrition
System Enhancement for Health Action in Transition Project
Strategic Review Committees
Technical Review Committees
Underfunded Emergencies
United Nations Development Group
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Humanitarian Air Service
United Nations Refugee Agency
United Nations Children’s Fund
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
United Nations World Food Programme
World Health Organization
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LIST OF PARTNERS
CHF DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW CUMULATIVE RESULTS: 14 NATIONAL NGOS, 44 INTERNATIONAL NGOS
#

NAME OF NGO

ACRONYM

National NGOs

#

NAME OF NGO

ACRONYM

National NGOs

1

Agency for Assistance and Development of Afghanistan

AADA

8

Mine Clearance Planning Agency

MCPA

2

Afghanistan Development Association

ADA

9

Mine Detection Centre

MDC

3

Afghan Health & Development Services

AHDS

10

NPO-RRAA

4

Afghanistan Center for Training and Development

ACTD

Norwegian Project Office/Rural Rehabilitation Association
for Afghanistan

5

Assistance for Health Education and Development

AHEAD

11

Organization for Mine clearance & Afghan Rehabilitation

OMAR

6

Coordination of Afghan Relief/Civil Society
Empowerment Network

COAR

12

Organization for Research and Community Development

ORCD

13

Sanayee Development Organization

SDO

7

Human Resources Development Agency

HRDA

14

Youth Health & Development Organization

YHDO

#

NAME OF NGO

ACRONYM

International NGOs
1

Action Aid

2

Action Contre la Faim

3

Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development

4

AfghanAid

5

Aga Khan Foundation- Afghanistan

6

Bremen Overseas Research and Development
Association

7

CARE

8

CARITAS GERMANY

9

Cooperazione e Sviluppo

10

ChildFund Afghanistan

11

Christian Aid

12

Catholic Organization for Relief and Development Aid

13

Community World Services

14

Danish Committee for Aid to Afghan Refugees
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#

NAME OF NGO

ACRONYM

International NGOs
ACTIONAID

23

INTERSOS

ACF

24

Islamic Relief Afghanistan

IR

ACTED

25

International Rescue Committee

IRC

AFGHANAID

26

DIE JOHANNITER

JUH

AKF

27

Mission d’Aide au Développement des Economies
Rurales d’Afghanistan

MADERA

28

MEDAIR

MEDAIR

CARE

29

Mission East

CARITAS

30

Medical Refresher Courses for Afghans

CESVI

31

Norwegian Afghanistan Committee

NAC

CHILDFUND

32

Norwegian Church Aid

NCA

CHRISTIAN AID

33

Norwegian Refugee Council

NRC

CORDAID

34

Oxfam Novib

CWS

35

People in Need

DACAAR

36

Premiere Urgence - Aide Medicale Internationale

Danish Demining Group

DDG

37

Relief International

RI

16

Danish Refugee Council

DRC

38

Save the Children International

SCI

17

EMERGENCY Life Support for Civilian War Victims

EMERGENCY

39

Solidarites International

SI

18

Swiss Foundation For Mine Action

FSD

40

Terre des Hommes

19

HALO TRUST

HALO

41

Tearfund

20

Handicap International

HANDICAP INT.

42

Welthungerhilfe

WHH

21

Healthnet and Transcultural Psychosocial Organization

HN-TPO

43

World Vision International

WVI

22

International Medical Corps UK

IMC-UK

44

ZOA Relief | Hope | Recovery

ZOA

BORDA

INTERSOS

MISSION EAST
MRCA

OXFAM
PIN
PU-AMI

TDH
TF
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REPORTING CYCLE TIMELINE
First Standard Allocation

2015

Health

Multi Sector
Nutrition
WASH

APR

MAY

JUN

ESNFI
FSAC
Health
Multi Sector
Nutrition
WASH

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

MAR

APR

MAY

MAR

APR

MAY

2016
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JUL

OCT

NOV

DEC

2016
JAN

FEB

2017

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

CFA
TDH
MCPA
ACTED
DRC
NRC
ACTED
Afghan Aid
SCI
ORCD
SCI
AADA
HNI-TPO
IMC-UK
IMC-UK
SI
IOM
UNICEF
WFP
Christian Aid
DACAAR

2015

NOV

DEC

2016
JAN

FEB

2017
JAN

1st Reserve Allocation

WFP-UNHAS

2nd Reserve Allocation

NAC
Afghan Aid
NRC
PIN
ACTED
RI
DRC

3rd Reserve Allocation

ESNFI

OCT

DACAAR
NCA
MEDAIR
SCI
WVI
ACF
UNICEF
WHO

OCT

ESNFI

SEP

MEDAIR
ACF
UNICEF
WFP

Reserve Allocations

Coordination

AUG

SI
CARE International
NRC
HALO TRUST
IOM
UNHCR
WFP

2015

22

AUG

IMC-UK
JOHANNITER
MRCA
ACTD
HNI-TPO
PUAMI
EMERGENCY
WHO

Second Standard Allocation

APC

JUL

ACF

High risk level

Medium risk level

Low risk level

Projects without risk

Narrative report

FEB
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LIST OF FUNDED PROJECTS
FIRST STANDARD ALLOCATION
#

ORGANIZATION

TYPE

PROJECT TITLE

CHF FUNDING

CLUSTER

PROVINCES

1

ACF

INGO

Strengthening nutrition interventions design,
monitoring and evaluation in Afghanistan

$440,000.00 Nutrition

Badghis, Ghazni, Kabul, Laghman,
Wardak, Zabul

2

ACF

INGO

Emergency water and hygiene intervention for waterstressed communities in areas affected by large scale
displacements in Lashkar Gah and surrounding districts,
Helmand Province

$500,000.00 WASH

Hilmand

3

ACTD

NNGO

Provision of life-saving trauma services in areas under
conflict in Helmand and Paktya Provinces.

$547,221.54 Health

Hilmand, Paktya

4

CARE International INGO

Emergency Cash Response for Refugees in Khost
Province

$573,212.93 MS

Khost

5

DACAAR

INGO

Saving Lives through WASH Response in Afghanistan

$700,000.87 WASH

Kunar, Nangarhar, Paktya

6

EMERGENCY

INGO

Life-saving health and referral services for trauma
affected population in Parwan, Kabul, Paktia, Logar,
Ghazni, Kapisa and Maidan-Wardak Provinces

$1,498,207.58 Health

7

HALO TRUST

INGO

Humanitarian Mine Action Activities in Support of
the Humanitarian and Protection Response to Newly
Displaced Populations in Khost Province

$620,000.00 MS

Khost

8

HNI-TPO

INGO

Provision of Life-saving Trauma Services in Nangarhar
and Paktya hospitals and emergency primary health
care services through two mobile health teams and two
static health facilities for the refugees of North Waziristan
settled in four districts of Khost Province

$505,692.91 Health

Khost, Nangarhar, Paktya

Ghazni, Kabul,Kapisa, Logar, Paktya,
Parwan, Wardak
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9

IMC-UK

INGO

Life-saving Emergency Trauma Care Services to the
Conflict-affected People in Paktika Province through
Sharana Provincial Hospital

$259,676.25 Health

Paktya

10

IOM

UN

Humanitarian Post-Arrival Assistance for Undocumented
Afghan returnees from Pakistan in Nangarhar and Khost

$800,000.27 MS

Khost, Nangarhar

11

JOHANNITER

INGO

Enabling vulnerable population affected by conflict
in Faryab and living in un served, remote areas in
Badakhshan to access Health services and thus save lives

$445,948.82 Health

Badakhshan, Faryab

12

MEDAIR

INGO

WASH services for vulnerable populations with high rates
of malnutrition in Kandahar District

$601,503.37 WASH

Kandahar

13

MEDAIR

INGO

Nutrition services for vulnerable populations in Kandahar
District

$608,387.41 Nutrition

Kandahar

14

MRCA

INGO

Provision of Health Services for conflict affected
populations and displaced population of Farah, Logar
and Paktia Provinces

$449,836.34 Health

Farah, Logar, Paktya

15

NCA

INGO

Integrated WASH response to mass displacement
reducing child morbidity and malnutrition incidence in
Khost and Uruzgan Provinces of Afghanistan

$700,039.50 WASH

Khost, Uruzgan

16

NRC

INGO

Access to Shelter and Sanitation Units Reinforced by
Attaining Normalcy in Children’s Education (ASSURANCE)
for Pakistani Refugees, Undocumented Afghan Returnees
and Vulnerable Host Community in Khost Province

$1,000,000.00 MS

17

OCHA

UN

Support to OCHA HFU Direct Cost

$1,611,841.58 CCS

18

PU-AMI

INGO

Provision of life-saving healthcare services in remote and
insecure areas of Kunar Province

$305,000.00 Health

Kunar

19

SCI

INGO

Strengthening Accessibility to Safe Water and Enhanced
Knowledge on Sanitation and Hygiene Practices

$449,975.60 WASH

Badakshan

Khost
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#

24

ORGANIZATION

TYPE

20

SI

INGO

Provision of WASH services for the refugees of Gulan
camp, Khost Province, Afghanistan

$547,371.21 MS

Khost

21

UNHCR

UN

Protection of and assistance to refugees in south-eastern
Afghanistan

$700,116.84 MS

Khost

22

UNICEF

UN

Strengthening and expansion of integrated management
of severe acute malnourished (SAM) in children under
five in vulnerable communities in targeted provinces of
Afghanistan

23

UNICEF

UN

Pre-positioning of emergency WASH supplies in
Afghanistan and WASH emergency services delivery in
four provinces through ARCS

$841,811.80 WASH

Badakhshan, Badghis, Farah, Faryab,
Ghazni, Hilman, Kabul, Kandahar,
Khost, Nangarhar, Nuristan, Paktika,
Paktya, Uruzgan

24

WFP

UN

Protracted Relief and Recovery Operation (PRRO 200447)

$749,007.56 MS

Khost, Paktika

25

WFP

UN

PRRO 200447 - Assistance to Address Food Insecurity and
Undernutrition

$2,000,000.27 Nutrition

Badakhshan, Badghis, Ghazni,
Hilmand, Kandahar, Khost, Kunar,
Laghman, Nangarhar, Nimroz,
Nuristan, Paktika, Paktya, Samangan,
uruzgan, Wardak, Zabul

26

WHO

UN

Emergency health services for displaced pop and
returnees and trauma care enhanced in areas affected by
disasters ( natural and societal) with special focus on the
needs of women and children

$2,829,646.56 Health

Badakhshan, Badghis, Baghlan, Balkh,
Bamyan, Daykundi, Farah, Faryab,
Ghazni, Ghor, Hilmand, Hirat, Jawzjan,
Kabul, Kandahar, Kapisa, Khost, Kunar,
Kunduz, Laghman, Logar, Nangarhar,
Nimroz, Nuristan, Paktika, Paktya,
Panjsher, Parwan, Samangan, Sar-ePul, Takhar, Uruzgan,Wardak, Zabul

27

WHO

UN

Emergency WASH Services delivery in Conflict-Prone
Provinces, Under-Served by WASH Partners and Affected
by Malnutrition

$310,283.63 WASH

Kandahar, Nangarhar, Nuristan,
Paktika

28

WVI

INGO

Badghis Integrated WASH Response

$464,631.61 WASH

Badghis

Total

PROJECT TITLE

CHF FUNDING

CLUSTER

$2,000,637.21 Nutrition

$23,060,051.66

PROVINCES

Badakhshan, Ghazni, Khost, Laghman,
Nimroz, Paktya, Samangan, Wardak,
Zabul
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SECOND STANDARD ALLOCATION
#

ORGANIZATION

TYPE

PROJECT TITLE

CHF FUNDING

CLUSTER

PROVINCES

1

AADA

NNGO

Provision of health services to people living in conflict/
white area through one HSC, one mobile team and two
First Aid Trauma in Faryab

$192,652.43 Health

Faryab

2

ACTED

INGO

Emergency shelter and NFI assistance for conflict affected
and displaced persons in the North and Northeast of
Afghanistan

$737,754.94 FSAC

Faryab, Takhar

3

ACTED

INGO

Supporting conflict affected displaced persons in meeting
their emergency food needs in the North of Afghanistan
through voucher assistance

$495,793.49 ESNFI

Faryab, Kunduz, Takhar.

4

Afghan Aid

INGO

Emergency Life-saving food assistance to natural disaster
and conflict affected families in Badakhshan Province.

$498,057.86 WASHFSAC

Badakhshan

5

CFA

INGO

Build the Capacity of Vulnerable Communities to Prevent
and Respond to the Violence and Neglect of children and
GBV Victims in Emergencies

$313,796.85 APC

Badakhshan, Kunduz

6

Christian Aid

INGO

Improving water and sanitation facilities for IDPs n
Jawzjan Province

$259,947.85 WASH

Jawzjan

7

DACAAR

INGO

Emergency WASH Response for Displaced Populations in
Northern Afghanistan

$740,000.42 WASH

Balkh, Kunduz, Takhar

8

DRC

INGO

Provision of urgent NFI and shelter support to those
displaced by conflict and natural disasters in North and
North East Afghanistan

$499,649.34 ESNFI

Badakhshan, Kunduz, Takhar

9

HNI-TPO

INGO

Provision of life-saving psychosocial support and
emergency primary health care services to the conflict
induced IDPs of Kundoz Province

$316,917.09 APC-H

Kunduz

10

IMC-UK

INGO

Life-saving primary and emergency health care services
to conflicted affected people in three districts of Nuristan
Province

$347,550.17 Health

Nuristan

11

IMC-UK

INGO

Improve sanitation and hygiene conditions of refugees
in Barmal and Urgon districts of Paktika Province

$310,869.08 MS

Paktika

12

IOM

UN

Humanitarian Post-Arrival Assistance for Undocumented
Afghan Returnees from Iran

$449,999.84 MS

Hirat, Nimroz

13

MCPA

NNGO

Conducting Mine Risk Education, Explosive Ordnance
Disposal, and Non-Technical Survey (NTS) to reduce
conflict related deaths and impairments among the
vulnerable IDPs and other concerned populations in East,
North and North-East regions of Afghanistan

$349,988.65 APC

Balkh, Jawzjan, Kunar, Kunduz,
Nangarhar, Samangan, Sar-e-Pul

14

NRC

INGO

Life-saving emergency shelter and NFI support to conflict
affected IDPs in Kunduz, Faryab and Sar-e-pul Provinces

$500,000.57 ESNFI

Faryab, Kunduz, Sar-e-Pul

15

ORCD

NNGO

Provision of Health Services for conflict affected
populations and displaced population of Baghlan
Province

$382,419.20 Health

Baghlan

16

SCI

INGO

Provision of trauma care to conflict affected population.

$366,480.01 Health

Kunduz

17

SCI

INGO

Emergency Food Security Support to Displaced and
Returnee Populations in Northern Provinces

$500,005.77 FSAC

Balkh, Faryab

18

SI

INGO

Improvement of the environmental conditions in Gulan
camp through CFW activities, and improvement of the
sanitary conditions and hygiene awareness among school
children in Gulan camp and host communities in Khost

$460,279.87 MS

Khost

19

TDH

INGO

Community based child protection and mine awareness
in Nangarhar Province - / Ishtema project

$342,645.42 APC

Nangarhar

20

UNICEF

UN

Continue Integrated management of severe acute
malnourished (SAM) in children under five in vulnerable
communities of the targeted provinces of Afghanistan

$1,100,628.12 Nutrition

Badakhshan, Badghis, Ghazni,
Hilmand, Kandahar, Khost, Kunar,
Laghman, Nangarhar, Nimroz,
Nuristan, Paktika, Paktya, Samangan,
Uruzgan, Wardak, Zabul

25
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#
21

ORGANIZATION
WFP

TYPE
UN

PROJECT TITLE
PRRO 200447 - Assistance to Address Food Insecurity and
Undernutrition

Total

CHF FUNDING

CLUSTER

$1,100,016.09 Nutrition

PROVINCES
Badakhshan, Badghis, Ghazni,
Hilmand, Kandahar, Khost, Kunar,
Laghman, Nangarhar, Nimroz,
Nuristan

$10,265,453.05

RESERVE ALLOCATIONS
#

26

ORGANIZATION

TYPE

PROJECT TITLE

CHF FUNDING

CLUSTER

PROVINCES

1

ACF

INGO

RA3:Special targeted emergency assistance for shock
affected and extremely vulnerable households in
Chaghcharan District, Ghor Province

$193,419.06 ESNFI

Ghor

2

DRC

INGO

RA2: Provision of urgent multipurpose cash assistance
designed to cover NFI and shelter needs for those
affected by the October 2015 earthquake in East and
NorthEast Afghanistan

$344,896.31 ESNFI

Kapisa, Panjsher, Parwan, Takhar

3

AfghanAid

INGO

RA2: Life-saving action: Multipurpose life-saving
cash assistance for earthquake victims in Badakhshan
Province of Afghanistan

$665,367.94 ESNFI

Badakhshan

4

WFP-UNHAS

UN

RA1: Humanitarian Aviation Services

5

NAC

INGO

RA2: Emergency Support for Households Affected by the
October Earthquake in Badakhshan Province

$437,380.96 ESNFI

Badakhshan

6

RI

INGO

RA2: Emergency Shelter Repair & Winterization
Assistance to Earthquake-Affected Communities in
Nangarhar & Kunar Provinces

$305,612.65 ESNFI

Kunar, Nangarhar

7

NRC

INGO

RA2: Emergency shelter and NFI support to earthquake
affected families in Kunar and Nangarhar Provinces

$326,901.76 ESNFI

Kunar, Nangarhar

8

ACTED

INGO

RA2: Emergency multipurpose cash assistance for
earthquake affected ‘Category A’ families in Badakhshan
and Baghlan

$164,136.93 ESNFI

Baghlan

9

PIN

INGO

RA2: Emergency cash and winterized NFI support for
Earthquake affected families in Baghlan Province,
Afghanistan

$391,576.13 ESNFI

Baghlan

Total

$1,746,042.20 CCS

$4,575,333.94

Badakhshan, Badghis, Baghlan,
Balkh, Bamyan, Daykundi, Faryab,
Ghazni, Ghor, Hilmand, Jawzjan,
Kabul, Kandahar, Khost, Kunduz,
Nangarhar, Paktika, Paktya, Sar-e-Pul,
Uruzgan
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SUMMARY BY CLUSTER
Health
Nutrition
Multi-Sector (Refugees & Returnees)
Water, Sanitation & Hygiene
Emergency Shelter & Non-Food Items
Food Security & Agriculture
Protection
Coordination & Common Services
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HEALTH

Funds by Province
$ 1m - $ 1.58m
$ 500k - $ 1m
$ 200k - $ 500k
$ 75k - $ 200k
$ 28k - $ 75k

13

projects funded

8

projects reported*

Cluster lead/co-lead :

WHO / ACTD / ORCD

28

The CHF supported the Health Cluster partners in both Standard
Allocations of 2015. In the face of the high level of insecurity, increased
conflict and security threats to health facilities and health workers, the
CHF projects are providing life-saving trauma services in areas of active
fighting with a high number of civilian casualties, as well as health
services to vulnerable populations in underserved areas affected by
conflict and natural disasters and cross-border movements. This timely
response also includes equipping health facilities, prepositioning and
replenishing adequate supplies, and training for essential health staff.

CHF recipients :

11partners supported. 1 UN Agency, 7 INGOs and 3 NNGOs
AADA, ACTD, HNI-TPO, EMERGENCY, JOHANNITER, IMC-UK, MRCA, ORCD,
PU-AMI, SCI, WHO

CHF contribution to the HRP

$38.8m

cluster requirement

$21.5m

received funds

$8.4m

CHF allocation

Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

Male

840,705

335,653

40%

Female

816,387

332,577

41%

Boys

213,575

102,148

47%

Girls

205,410

99,148

48%

Total

2,076,077

869,526

42%

Funding by Cluster Objective
1
Reduce incidence of maternal and child mortality and

2

3

30%

morbidity targeting 1million

57%

Reduce mortality and disability due to conflict through
provision of timely access to effective trauma care

13%

Timely (within 48-72hrs) identification and response initiated
to emergencies and public health risks

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS
% of children < 2 vaccinated with Penta 3
Number of consultation per year
Number of FATPs or HFs supported to provide trauma stabilization, treatment and referral services
% of deliveries attended by SBA at facility or by CHW at community level
Population covered by emergency PHC and referral services

* Reported as of the end of 2015, according to CHF Operational Modalities

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

80

100%

109,588

45%

3

100%

84

8%

94,254

43%
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NUTRITION

Funds by Province
$ 700k - $ 929k
$ 400k - $ 700k
$ 200k - $ 400k
$ 100k - $ 200k
$ 22k -$ 100k

6

projects funded
Cluster lead/co-lead :

4

UNICEF / ACF

projects reported*

CHF recipients :

Although the revised BPHS package includes the provision of nutrition
services, the response to malnutrition remained constricted in part by
partner’s capacities, available resources and accessibility to services.
Furthermore, no nutrition supplies were being provided to BPHS
partners through the System Enhancement for Health Action in
Transition Project (SEHAT) mechanisms. In line with the 2015
Nutrition Cluster priority of reducing the Severe Acute Malnutrition
(SAM), CHF funds support the timely and quality treatment of acutely
malnourished children under 5 in 17 prioritized provinces where the
emergency nutrition thresholds had been broken.

4 partners supported. 2 UN Agencies and 2 INGOs
ACF, MEDAIR, UNICEF, WFP

CHF contribution to the HRP

$63.3m

cluster requirement

$47.6m

29

received funds

$7.2m

CHF allocation
Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

Male

142

16

Female

792

16

Boys

77,990

33,380

43%

Girls

74,572

30,335

43%

Total

153,496

63,747

41%

Funding by Cluster Objective
1
The incidence of acute malnutrition and related deaths

90%

11%
2%

is reduced through integrated management of acute
malnutrition (IPD SAM, OPD-SAM, OPD MAM, community
outreach) among boys and girls 0-59month, pregnant and
lactating women

2

3%

Enhance prevention of acute malnutrition through promotion
of infant and young child feeding and micronutrient
supplementation in children 0-59month, pregnant, and
women

3

7%

Timely quality community and facility-based nutrition
information is made available for programme monitoring
and decision making through regular nutrition surveys, rapid
assessments, coverage assessments, and operational research

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

Number of 6-59 months boys and girls admitted for SAM treatment

6,647

14%

Number of boys and girls 6-59 months admitted for MAM treatment

11,185

11%

4,985

10%

Number of men and women reached with health & IYCF messages

35,664

28%

Number of OPD MAM boys and girls 0-59 months discharged cured

8,389

10%

1

100%

Number of IPD & OPD SAM boys and girls 0-59 months discharged cured

Number of SMART assessments conducted
* Reported as of the end of 2015, according to CHF Operational Modalities
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MULTI-SECTOR

Funds by Province
$ 600k
$ 450k
$ 300k
$ 162k
$ 162k

10

projects funded

7

Cluster lead/co-lead :

projects reported*

30

- $ 4.7m
- $ 650k
- $ 450k
- $ 300k

UNHCR / IOM

The Multi-Sector Cluster (Refugee and Returnee Chapter) received
CHF support under both Standard Allocations in 2015 for the
prioritized response for refugees and undocumented Afghans
returnees requiring immediate assistance, as well as host communities.
Ensuring complementarity with the CERF UFE, this assistance focuses
on emergency shelter, NFIs and food; protection activities linked
to the prevention of violence against women and children, as well
as the expansion of mine clearance activities; water resources and
environmental projects and improved information management and
displacement tracking.

CHF recipients :

8 partners supported. 3 UN Agencies and 5 INGOs

CARE International, HALO Trust, IMC-UK, IOM, NRC, SI, UNHCR, WFP

CHF contribution to the HRP

$88.9m

cluster requirement

$46.0m

received funds

$6.2m

CHF allocation
Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

Male

70,441

65,002

92%

Female

70,615

64,393

91%

Boys

136,528

114,876

84%

Girls

136,451

111,120

81%

Total

414,035

355,391

86%

Funding by Cluster Objective
1

11%

Provision of Protection to Pakistani Refugees

2

17%

Essential Services to Pakistani Refugees, while pursuing durable
solutions

3

72%

Immediate Humanitarian Needs for Refugee and Returnees
and Undocumented Vulnerable Migrant Returnees are met

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

Number of families are using the cash assistance to meet their basic needs such as shelter, food, NFIs and medicine

1,250

31%

Number of households provided access to a functioning sanitation facility

2,356

100%

Number of returnee / refugee school children (5-17) receiving Protection Services

2,940

100%

55,000

100%

Number of people in intervention areas provided with access to at least 15lpcd of drinking water

* Reported as of the end of 2015, according to CHF Operational Modalities
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WATER, SANITATION & HYGIENE

Funds by Province
$ 600k - $ 753k
$ 400k - $ 600k
$ 150k - $ 400k
$ 75k - $ 150k
$ 28k -$ 75k

10

projects funded

6

projects reported*
Cluster lead/co-lead :

UNICEF / DACAAR / MoRR

Under both Standard Allocations, CHF WASH Cluster partners are
providing access to safe drinking water, sanitation and hygiene
services, which are essential to preventing disease outbreaks, and
where the emergency nutrition thresholds had been broken and
where critical nutrition interventions were ongoing. The response also
addressed the WASH needs of vulnerable populations in areas affected
by mass population displacement and cross-border movements that
put pressure on host communities. These interventions are enhanced
with community mobilization activities such as Community-Led Total
Sanitation (CLTS), and the provision of hygiene kits with personal,
household and community hygiene behavioural change interventions.

CHF recipients :

9 partners supported. 2 UN Agencies and 7 INGOs

ACF, Christian Aid, DACAAR, Medair, NCA, SCI, UNICEF, WHO,WVI

CHF contribution to the HRP

31

$25.3m

cluster requirement

$18.1m

received funds

$5.6m

CHF allocation
Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

100,560

29,614

30%

Female

99,416

31,512

31%

Boys

92,449

29,784

32%

Girls

89,566

29,645

33%

Total

381,991

120,555

32%

Male

Funding by Cluster Objective
1

27%

WASH activities contribute to reductions in excess child
morbidity

2

22%

WASH activities contribute to reductions in acute
malnutrition incidence

3

51%

WASH services are provided to populations affected by natural
disasters and conflicts

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

Number of households in intervention areas who access safe drinking water from the water systems constructed/rehabilitated
from the project

13,512

51%

Number of households provided access to a functioning sanitation facility

22,258

36%

Number of people in intervention areas provided with access to a place to wash hands with soap

63,987

15%

Number of people in intervention areas provided with access to at least 15lpcd of drinking water

162,564

50%

* Reported as of the end of 2015, according to CHF Operational Modalities
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EMERGENCY SHELTER & NON-FOOD ITEMS

Funds by Province
$ 700k - $ 1.23m
$ 400k - $ 700k
$ 260k - $ 400k
$ 100k - $ 260k
$ 68k -$ 100k

11

projects funded

4

projects reported*
Cluster lead/co-lead :

32

The ESNFI Cluster focused on strengthening partnerships and
reducing the risks of implementation delays and operational stress
with the provision of cash, emergency shelter and/or NFI assistance,
taking into consideration accessibility, neutrality, partner experience,
and market capacities. After the mid-year review, the caseload of
IDPs in the country surpassed the figure predicted by the 2015 HRP
with a 40% increase of newly arrived IDPs compared to the same
period in 2014. For the Second Standard Allocation, the ESNFI Cluster
tightened the strategic focus in the Northern and Eastern regions,
where the conflict had escalated before and during the allocation, then
responded to the families affected by the 26 October earthquake under
the Second Reserve Allocation.

UNHCR / IOM

CHF recipients :

8 partners supported. 8 INGOs

ACF, ACTED, AfghanAid, DRC, NAC, NRC, PIN, RI

CHF contribution to the HRP

$40.0m

cluster requirement

$19.0m

received funds

$4.3m

CHF allocation

Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

Male

25,321

970

3%

Female

25,353

1,073

4%

Boys

26,391

1,293

5%

Girls

26,754

1,298

5%

Total

103,819

4,634

4%

Funding by Cluster Objective
1

40%

Affected people living in damaged or destroyed houses are
provided with appropriate short-term shelter solutions

2

23%

Ensure natural disaster displaced persons have adequate
protection from the weather and privacy for family life
through the provision of emergency shelter and NFI’s

3

37%

Ensure conflict displaced persons have adequate protection
from the weather and privacy for family life through the
provision of emergency shelter and NFI’s

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

Number of Category A families assisted

315

58%

Number of category B families assisted

955

63%

* Reported as of February 2016 in order to provide results for this report, according to CHF Operational Modalities
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FOOD SECURITY & AGRICULTURE

Funds by Province
$ 611k
$ 502k
$ 498k
$ 125k

3

projects funded

3

projects reported*

The midyear review highlighted a large gap in the coverage of needs
already identified by the FSAC Cluster in the 2015 HRP, exacerbated
by the increasing number of IDP’s, returnees and refugees due to the
ongoing regional conflicts. Under the Second Standard Allocation, the
CHF coordinated the FSAC and the ESNFI projects in targeting these
vulnerable populations in the North and Northeast regions to fulfill
basic needs and ensure access to food through cash programmes
to cover their immediate food and basic needs. The selected FSAC
partners with technical capacity and strong knowledge and experience
in the geographical area ensured efficient implementation and
expedite the delivery of assistance prior to the approaching winter
months.

Cluster lead/co-lead :

FAO / WFP / CoAR

CHF recipients :

3 partners supported. 3 INGOs
Acted, AfghanAid, SCI

33

CHF contribution to the HRP

$92.1m

cluster requirement

$54.3m

received funds

Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

$1.7m

%

Male

12,786

6,679

52%

Female

12,929

6,550

51%

Boys

15,750

5,432

34%

Girls

15,908

5,326

33%

Total

57,373

23,987

42%

CHF allocation
Funding by Cluster Objective
1
Save lives and livelihoods of an estimated 365,000

100%

conflict displaced and people affected by natural disasters
through the timely provision of food (food, cash, voucher)
and emergency livelihoods (livestock, agricultural inputs,
livestock vaccine)

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS
Number of families affected by conflict receiving cash for food and basic needs on time

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

7,403

13%

90

1%

Number of assisted families report that cash transfers met their food and immediate basic needs

2,568

49%

Number of natural disaster and conflict affected families in Teshkhan, Shuhada and Warduj receiving three monthly WFP
standard food baskets on time (Nov, Dec, Jan)

2,302

55%

% of the cash assistance amount spent to buy food items

* Reported as of February 2016 in order to provide results for the report, according to CHF Operational Modalities
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PROTECTION

Funds by Province
$ 150k - $ 456k
$ 35k - $ 150k
$ 25k - $ 35k
$ 7k - $ 25k
$ 7k

4

projects funded

1

project reported*

Cluster lead/co-lead :

UNHCR / IOM

34

CHF recipients :
The Afghanistan Protection Cluster (APC) prioritized mine risk
4 partners supported. 1 INGO and 3 NNGOs
education, explosive ordnance disposal and the Non-Technical Survey
for the location, demarcation and disposal of explosive hazards, aiming CFA, HNI-TPO, MCPA, TdH
to reduce conflict related death and impairment among vulnerable
CHF contribution to the HRP
groups, especially children, in areas recently affected by conflict or
where conflict is ongoing. Also under the Second Standard Allocation,
$40.0m
the APC prioritized the response for protection needs and restoration
cluster
requirement
of the dignity of particularly vulnerable conflict-affected populations,
with Gender-based Violence (GBV) and Child Protection in Emergencies
$23.8m
(CPiE) activities. The projects place a special focus on psycho-social care
received funds
and case management, the identification and capacity building of core
$1.1m
response providers, with outreach and mobile support.
CHF allocation
Beneﬁciaries of 2015 CHF Projects
Planned
Reached*

%

Male

39,793

2,335

5%

Female

41,482

3,154

7%

Boys

50,657

490

1%

Girls

52,317

500

1%

Total

184,249

6,479

4%

Funding by Cluster Objective
1
Through monitoring and engagement with duty bearers,

1%

accountability is strengthened and the protection of civilians
is improved

2

11%

Through a coordinated and timely protection response, basic
human rights and dignity for displaced populations and
conflict-affected populations are secured

3

57%

Support the creation of a protection-conducive environment
to respond to protection needs and restore the dignity of
particularly vulnerable displaced and other conflict-affected
populations

4

31%

Reduced impact of mines and Explosive Remnants of War on
the civilian population

CHF PROJECTS’ PROGRESS AGAINST KEY CLUSTER INDICATORS
Number of children affected by conflict and natural disasters receiving Emergency Child Protection services
Number of affected persons receiving direct Mine Risk Education
Number of reported GBV survivors provided with at least one of the following services: medical, health, protection, legal,
psychosocial.

* Reported from Cluster and Sub-cluster for this report

CHF TARGET

% ACHIEVED*

750

50%

35,000

50%

100

30%

SECTION II: ANNEXES

COORDINATION & COMMON SERVICES
$1.75m
for UNHAS aviation services that support the implementation and
monitoring of humanitarian action, as well as the evacuation of aid
workers for security or medical reasons, where access is limited due to
insecurity, hostile terrain and poor infrastructure.

$1.6m
for OCHA’s HFU, which serves as the secretariat and the managing agent
of the Fund for ensuring accountable and sound grant management, in
accordance with the CBPF Global Guidelines and Operational Manual.

$5.6m

CHF allocation

10 projects
funded

35
Photo: WFP/ Faruk Guso

USEFUL WEBSITE LINKS
•

OCHA is developing a Business Intelligence for all CBPFs. Information on the CHF - Afghanistan allocations and projects is open to the
public and can be found at http://gms.unocha.org/bi

•

The HumanitarianResponse.info platform is provided to the humanitarian community as a means to aid in coordination of operational
information and related activities: https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/afghanistan A dedicated section on the CHF can
be found at: https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/afghanistan/common-humanitarian-fund-chf

•

The OCHA website on Afghanistan provides an overview of OCHA’s activities and information products in support of the coordination of the
humanitarian response at: http://www.unocha.org/afghanistan Detailed information about the CHF can be found at: http://www.unocha.
org/afghanistan/about-fund

•

All partners are encouraged to register on the Humanitarian ID website with contact details and profile to search for colleagues and
subscribe to services to receive regular information products at: https://humanitarian.id/#/

•

The Multi-Partner Trust Fund (MPTF) Office maintains a website for the CHF, which contains up-to-date information on the contributions,
funded projects, disbursement and annual expenditure at http://mptf.undp.org/factsheet/fund/HAF10

•

OCHA’s operations are regularly audited by internal UN oversight bodies, the OIOS and the Board of Auditors. The Final OIOS Audit Report
for OCHA Afghanistan can be found at https://oios.un.org/page?slug=report

•

Protection mainstreaming guidance can be found at http://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/en/tools-and-guidance/guidance-from-interagency-standing-committee.html

•

Environment Marker guidance and further information is accessible on https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/topics/environment/
document/environment-marker-guidance

•

Gender marker guidance can be found at: https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/coordination/gencap/document/iasc-gm-tipsheets

This document is produced on behalf of the Common Humanitarian Fund-Afghanistan.
OCHA Afghanistan appreciates the contributions and support from all stakeholders to the Common Humanitarian Fund since
its establishment in 2014, as well as for the preparation of this report.
The designations employed and the presentation of material in the report do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area
or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
Cover photo: @OCHA
Taken during the monitoring visit of CHF partner MEDAIR’s project “WASH services for vulnerable populations with high
rates of malnutrition in Kandahar District”.
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